Who was
Hans Rott?
Hans Rott (1858 - 1884) was a Viennese
visionary composer whose short life ended at
the age of 25 in a lunatic asylum. He was the
favourite student of his organ teacher Anton
Bruckner and a fellow student of Gustav
Mahler – both recognized his outstanding
talent already then.
Rott‘s Symphony No. 1 in E major, his most
famous work, has been attracting a constantly growing circle of admirers from Europe
to America and Asia since its rediscovery in
1989. Meanwhile there are several CD recordings available.
Since then, almost all of his compositions for
orchestra, vocal and chamber music have
had their world premiere and have been published; some of them are already available on
CD.
More detailed information you will find in
the internet at
www.hans-rott.de

“Of this man you will
hear great things yet!“
Anton Bruckner on Hans Rott
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“It is completely impossible to
estimate what music has lost
in him“
Gustav Mahler on Hans Rott
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Internationale Hans
Rott Gesellschaft
The Internationale Hans Rott Gesellschaft,
founded on October 19, 2002 during the
Bruckner Festival in Würzburg/Germany, is a
worldwide operating society based in Vienna
where Hans Rott lived and worked.
The goal of the Internationale Hans Rott
Gesellschaft is the scientific research of Hans
Rott‘s life, his creative activity, work and environment as well as the history of his works‘
reception.
For more information about the Internationale
Hans Rott Gesellschaft please see the constitution either on our website
www.hans-rott.org
or write to our Secretary
Martin Brilla
c/o ask Rechtsanwälte
Kackertstr. 11
52072 Aachen
Germany
Members of our still young Society are musicians, musicologists and music lovers from
many countries.
We would be delighted about your effective
and financial support of our various activities
by becoming a member.
Any donation would also be highly appreciated, of course, as well as donations of objects
for the extension of our archives.

As a member you will receive a special newsletter, exclusive annual gifts and our magazine
DIE QUARTE published in English. Furthermore you are entitled to special prices for
choice CDs and reduced tickets for events
organized by the Internationale Hans Rott
Gesellschaft.
Please see the opposite application form
which you will also find at
www.hans-rott.org.
Membership Fees:
Full Members
Individuals
Married couples
Students, pupils, etc.
Associations, legal persons

Application for Membership
I herewith apply for membership in The Internationale Hans Rott Gesellschaft (International
Hans Rott Society) as

□ Full Member
□ Subscribing Member
□ Founder Member
I have read the constitution of the Society and
undertake to observe the obligations defined
in article 7, paragraph 2.

30.00 *
45.00 *
15.00 *
45.00 *

_______________________________________

Subscribing Members a minimum of € 100.00 *

_______________________________________

Founder Members
*
**

€
€
€
€

€ 500.00 **

annual fee
single fee

Banking connection:
Bankhaus Schelhammer und Schattera AG
Goldschmiedgasse 3
1010 Wien
Austria
Account number 00000242487
Bank code number 19190
SWIFT: BSSWATWW
IBAN: AT07 1919 0000 0024 2487
Kindly make all remittances free of charges for
the Internationale Hans Rott Gesellschaft.

Name

_______________________________________
First Name
Street

__________ ___________________________
Postal Code

City

_________________ _____________________
Country

Telephone number

_________________ _____________________
Fax number

Email address

_________________ _____________________
Date of Birth

Occupation

_________________ _____________________
Place, Date

Signature

Kindly detach and send to the IHRG‘s Secretary
Martin Brilla, c/o ask Rechtsanwälte,
Kackertstr. 11, 52072 Aachen, Germany.

